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QUESTION 1

HOTSPOT 

You plan to create an Azure Data Lake Storage Gen2 account 

You need to recommend a storage solution that meets the following requirements: 

1. 

Provides the highest degree of data resiliency 

2. 

Ensures that content remains available for writes if a primary data center fails 

What should you include in the recommendation? To answer, select the appropriate options in the answer area. 

Hot Area: 

Correct Answer: 
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QUESTION 2

HOTSPOT 

You are designing an enterprise data warehouse in Azure Synapse Analytics that will store website traffic analytics in a
star schema. 

You plan to have a fact table for website visits. The table will be approximately 5 GB. You need to recommend which
distribution type and index type to use for the table. The solution must provide the fastest query performance. 

What should you recommend? To answer, select the appropriate options in the answer area. 

NOTE: Each correct selection is worth one point. 

Hot Area: 
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Correct Answer: 

Box 1: Hash 

Consider using a hash-distributed table when: 

The table size on disk is more than 2 GB. 

The table has frequent insert, update, and delete operations. 

Box 2: Clustered columnstore 

Clustered columnstore tables offer both the highest level of data compression and the best overall query performance. 

 

QUESTION 3

You have an Azure Synapse Analytics dedicated SQL pool that contains a table named Table1. Table1 contains the
following: 

One billion rows A clustered columnstore index A hash-distributed column named Product Key A column named Sales
Date that is of the date data type and cannot be null 

Thirty million rows will be added to Table1 each month. 

You need to partition Table1 based on the Sales Date column. The solution must optimize query performance and data
loading. How often should you create a partition? 

A. once per month 

B. once per year 

C. once per day 

D. once per week 

Correct Answer: B 
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Need a minimum 1 million rows per distribution. Each table is 60 distributions. 30 millions rows is added each month.
Need 2 months to get a minimum of 1 million rows per distribution in a new partition. 

Note: When creating partitions on clustered columnstore tables, it is important to consider how many rows belong to
each partition. For optimal compression and performance of clustered columnstore tables, a minimum of 1 million rows
per 

distribution and partition is needed. Before partitions are created, dedicated SQL pool already divides each table into 60
distributions. 

Any partitioning added to a table is in addition to the distributions created behind the scenes. Using this example, if the
sales fact table contained 36 monthly partitions, and given that a dedicated SQL pool has 60 distributions, then the
sales 

fact table should contain 60 million rows per month, or 2.1 billion rows when all months are populated. If a table contains
fewer than the recommended minimum number of rows per partition, consider using fewer partitions in order to
increase 

the number of rows per partition. 

Reference: 

https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/synapse-analytics/sql-data-warehouse/sql-data- warehouse-tables- partition 

 

QUESTION 4

What should you do to improve high availability of the real-time data processing solution? 

A. Deploy a High Concurrency Databricks cluster. 

B. Deploy an Azure Stream Analytics job and use an Azure Automation runbook to check the status of the job and to
start the job if it stops. 

C. Set Data Lake Storage to use geo-redundant storage (GRS). 

D. Deploy identical Azure Stream Analytics jobs to paired regions in Azure. 

Correct Answer: D 

Guarantee Stream Analytics job reliability during service updates Part of being a fully managed service is the capability
to introduce new service functionality and improvements at a rapid pace. As a result, Stream Analytics can have a
service update deploy on a weekly (or more frequent) basis. No matter how much testing is done there is still a risk that
an existing, running job may break due to the introduction of a bug. If you are running mission critical jobs, these risks
need to be avoided. You can reduce this risk by following Azure\\'s paired region model. 

Scenario: The application development team will create an Azure event hub to receive real-time sales data, including
store number, date, time, product ID, customer loyalty number, price, and discount amount, from the point of sale (POS)
system and output the data to data storage in Azure 

Reference: https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/stream-analytics/stream-analytics-job-reliability 

 

QUESTION 5
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A company uses Azure Stream Analytics to monitor devices. 

The company plans to double the number of devices that are monitored. 

You need to monitor a Stream Analytics job to ensure that there are enough processing resources to handle the
additional load. 

Which metric should you monitor? 

A. Early Input Events 

B. Late Input Events 

C. Watermark delay 

D. Input Deserialization Errors 

Correct Answer: C 

There are a number of resource constraints that can cause the streaming pipeline to slow down. The watermark delay
metric can rise due to: 

1. 

Not enough processing resources in Stream Analytics to handle the volume of input events. 

2. 

Not enough throughput within the input event brokers, so they are throttled. 

3. 

Output sinks are not provisioned with enough capacity, so they are throttled. The possible solutions vary widely based
on the flavor of output service being used. 

Reference: https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/stream-analytics/stream-analytics-time-handling 

 

QUESTION 6

DRAG DROP 

You plan to monitor an Azure data factory by using the Monitor and Manage app. 

You need to identify the status and duration of activities that reference a table in a source database. 

Which three actions should you perform in sequence? To answer, move the actions from the list of actions to the
answer are and arrange them in the correct order. 

Select and Place: 
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Correct Answer: 

Step 1: From the Data Factory authoring UI, generate a user property for Source on all activities. 

Step 2: From the Data Factory monitoring app, add the Source user property to Activity Runs table. 

You can promote any pipeline activity property as a user property so that it becomes an entity that you can monitor. For
example, you can promote the Source and Destination properties of the copy activity in your pipeline as user
properties. 

You can also select Auto Generate to generate the Source and Destination user properties for a copy activity. 
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Step 3: From the Data Factory authoring UI, publish the pipelines Publish output data to data stores such as Azure SQL
Data Warehouse for business intelligence (BI) applications to consume. 

References: 

https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/data-factory/monitor-visually 

 

QUESTION 7

HOTSPOT 

You have an Azure Data Factory instance named ADF1 and two Azure Synapse Analytics workspaces named WS1 and
WS2. 

ADF1 contains the following pipelines: 

1. 

P1: Uses a copy activity to copy data from a nonpartitioned table in a dedicated SQL pool of WS1 to an Azure Data
Lake Storage Gen2 account 

2. 

P2: Uses a copy activity to copy data from text-delimited files in an Azure Data Lake Storage Gen2 account to a
nonpartitioned table in a dedicated SQL pool of WS2 

You need to configure P1 and P2 to maximize parallelism and performance. 

Which dataset settings should you configure for the copy activity if each pipeline? To answer, select the appropriate
options in the answer area. 

NOTE: Each correct selection is worth one point. 

Hot Area: 
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Correct Answer: 
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Box 1: Set the Copy method to PolyBase 

While SQL pool supports many loading methods including non-Polybase options such as BCP and SQL BulkCopy API,
the fastest and most scalable way to load data is through PolyBase. PolyBase is a technology that accesses external
data 

stored in Azure Blob storage or Azure Data Lake Store via the T-SQL language. 

Box 2: Set the Copy method to Bulk insert 

Polybase not possible for text files. Have to use Bulk insert. 

Reference: 

https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/synapse-analytics/sql/load-data-overview 

 

QUESTION 8

You are designing a fact table named FactPurchase in an Azure Synapse Analytics dedicated SQL pool. The table
contains purchases from suppliers for a retail store. FactPurchase will contain the following columns. 
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FactPurchase will have 1 million rows of data added daily and will contain three years of data. Transact-SQL queries
similar to the following query will be executed daily. SELECT SupplierKey, StockItemKey, COUNT(*) FROM
FactPurchase WHERE DateKey >= 20210101 AND DateKey
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